PART OF THE ALIGN SUITE OF IT SOLUTIONS

Introducing Asset Point® 5.0

Asset Point continues to lead the industry in demonstrating ROI and reducing environmental impact

The world’s most robust IT Asset Managment System, known for its
easy‑to‑use interface, is now fully configurable no matter the size of your
enterprise.
The Asset Point team knows that users have different priorities and approaches to how they like to work. Whether you’re
a Data Center Manager preparing for a relocation, a CFO looking to allocate costs according to department, or a CTO
aligning business and IT strategies or merging personnel and IT requirements, our new fully configurable interface,
including the Information Portal, lets you get what you need quickly and easily. And with our Scalable Hosted Solutions,
we can find the fit that’s right for your organization.

CO N F I G U R a b i l it y
Configurable homepage and interfaces gives users the control to quickly access the
information they need.
A D M I N M odu l e
A complete renovation of the Admin module delivers robust features and a more
intuitive interface.
I nt e rfac e
An updated, simplified, and more consistent interface enhances performance and
ease‑of‑use.

G e n e ra l

Improvements in both speed and reliability across all databases and modules make
your Asset Point experience more seamless and efficient than ever.
sca l a b l e h ost e d so lutions

Regardless of the size of your enterprise, Asset Point has the fit that’s right for you.
Using our new Scalable Hosted Solutions, you can take advantage of Asset Point’s
features at a fraction of the price — without having to install or maintain software.

Call Bruce Gansler today at +1.212.844.4020 to schedule a demo, or email info@asset-point.com
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Asset Point New Features
The Asset Point team proudly brings you version 5.0 of the
leading asset management software, which focuses on the
user experience.
We first simplified the interface, moving individual module
options to the Admin module. The revised Administration
module features a tabbed interface with a consistent lookand-feel.
We then incorporated a new My Settings button on
the revised navigation bar, so each user can completely
customize their experience. Users can create their own home

pages and detailed asset pages, using industry-standard
Web Parts pioneered by Microsoft. Data center managers
can see snapshots of their data center, while C-level
executives, asset auditors, and human resources specialists
can customize Asset Point to suit their needs, using a fully
graphical interface.
Users can also create calculated fields to create customized
views of their organization’s data, such as the number
of employees at a location. A new administrative
concept allows administrators to customize Asset Point
starting at the global level, cascade permissions and settings
to groups or departments, and down to the individual user.

Configuration
Hosted Solutions allow all organizations to access the power of Asset Point without installing or
maintaining software.
The fully customizable Home Page gives a comprehensive view into status, process, and
planning of all IT changes.
Customizable paths allow users to create their own way to navigate through Asset Point.

Visualization
Fully customizable views let users visualize their data in up to three different ways.
Web Parts provide flexible page views that let each user see data how they want to see it.
Faster performance from user-defined record limits.
Faster data exchange with the asset scanning application on Microsoft Windows Mobile®
Pocket PCs using a new Web Services interface.

Access

A true Web-based application with access anywhere there’s a Web browser.
User-defined calculated fields perform mathematical functions on disparate data.
Mouse-over Tooltips added and updated through the application for quick help.
Faster financial period closing functions.

Administration

The Action Bar lets users quickly perform frequently used tasks on assets.
Create new users and groups directly from the new Asset Point Administration interface.
Single-point user administration using Microsoft® Active Directory®.
Customizable, permission-based data views for each group and user.
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